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I will motivate the presentation on extreme scaling as a unifying theme in extreme
scale computing, big data science and the web-of-life.
In the first part of the presentation I will explore two leading formal models of
concurrency in computer science, the polyhedral and CSP, as a distinct approach to
extreme scale computing.
In the second part I will present three grand challenge areas as exemplars of extreme
scale big data science: environmental science (climate modelling), genomics life
science (tree of life) and computational neuroscience (deep learning). Here the
underlying scaling characteristics are energy-efficiency, resilience and predictive
capability. I will highlight some current research which explores distance
minimisation, self-organising and asynchronous data flow computational principle for
extreme scale data science.
The final part is a curiosity driven exploratory research under the “theoretical
computer science meets biological phenomena” premise that radical advancements in
deep measurements of all life on this planet is bringing two grand biological
phenomena into the realms of computer science and with deep computations at the
extreme scales offers new avenues for a big data science from productive crosscollaboration between the sciences. I will highlight some computational principles to
investigate this grand goal of modelling the eco-system continuous dynamics of “web
of life” to account for “information domain” (network dynamics) of biological
phenomena along with matter and energy. Networks permeate all scales of life —
from genes to the web of life.

I will conclude with some pointers on the multi-disciplinary partnerships necessary to
systematically map the scientific challenges at the interface of Computer Science and
Big Data Sciences to establish general principles for data driven scientific
advancements.
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